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Step 1

Order Submission

(IBO/Customer)



Step 1 - Order Submission

Upselling of Cable/tv to existing VF mobile Customers will count toward 

IBO compensation.



The Customer starts by clicking in the Vodafone Mobile icon in IBOs Storefront/ MyACN web. 

He will be redirected to ACN landing page with Do’s & Don’ts and short process overview.

Step 1 - Order Submission

IBOs entering from the online shop will have their Business ID 

auto-populated.

Those accessing from myacn.eu will have to enter their 

Business ID.  



Step 1 - Order Submission



Step 1 - Order Submission

Customer is taken to the offer page, where they can scan the offer of their choice. It is 

mandatory to take a service availability check before proceeding with the order. Customer 

needs to enter the postcode, street and house number for the check to process. There is an 

error message if service is not available.



Step 1 - Order Submission

If the address is serviceable, customer is taken to the offer page where they can select their

preferred option. Once they have selected their package, they click on ’Next’ to move forward.



Step 1 - Order Submission

Next the customer is redirected to the check out page and is asked to fill in their personal and payment

details. He cannot continue without filling all the mandatory details. At the end the Customer must agree

on T&C and confirm the order.



Step 1 - Order Submission

An order summary screen is displayed in the next screen. 

The order will be checked now by Vodafone and in the next 2 working days the Customer will get a confirmation e-mail 

directly from Vodafone.



Step 1 - Order Submission

Visibility in PCL

It may take up to 24 hours for the customer to show on PCL.

In VIP PCL description

INCOMPLETE New order has been submitted. No action required

ACTIVE The customer is active

INCOMPLETE Contact with Customer is required. The customer will be contacted to validate the order details.

INCOMPLETE The order was rejected/ revoked by the Customer

The status changes to Active when the order is confirmed in the Vendor system.

If after 30 days, the order is Active in VIP and still has not gone into status Active in the Vendor report

than order will be purged.



Step 2

Verification & Activation

(Vodafone)



Step 2 – Verification & Activation

Once the order is placed, Vodafone conducts a background verification check on the data

within 24 hours of order submission.

• Credit Check

• Bank account Information check

• Bad debt check

If customer is clean, Vodafone sends a letter to them confirming their order. If customer does

not clear the checks, Vodafone sends them a letter indicating order rejection.



Step 2 – Verification & Activation

Depending on the offer, Vodafone decides whether customer can self-install the router or

would need a technician.

• Self-install-> customer receives a detailed instruction on how-to-do in the confirmation

letter. A router is sent by post and it takes 2-3 days to reach the customer’s given

address.

If customer does not receive the router or have problem in self-installation, they can

contact Vodafone service center for assistance.

• Require a technician-> Vodafone schedules an appointment with the customer and the

details are included in the confirmation letter. The technician will visit at the

appointment hour and install the router.

Regarding porting the Customer should follow the instructions from Vodafone


